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***

I address this to a friend who worked designing manned and unmanned underwater vehicles
– UUVs. 

He left that firm and might no longer be in that field.  I know he was unhappy because there
were, later on, contracts with the US Department of Defence.  He might have some insight
into the Luciferan’s interest in our wonderful oceans which cover 5/6s of our globe.

I know in addition that the ‘hegemon’, a direct descendant of Nazi Germany, is active in the
Caribbean Sea. ‘Fibre optic cable laying’ might be a front.  But consider the mineral wealth
of Venezuela and the usual US attempts to subvert, subordinate and capture it, as with most
other South and Central American nations.

So blatant – like the US navy stopping 6 Iranian oil tankers about a year ago on their way to
Venezuela.   The  crude  was  pumped  into  2  vast  US  oil  tankers  that  then  went  to  lie  off
Houston.  I followed them on one of the websites tracking marine traffic. You can bet the oil
was later refined there to pour down the thirsty US gullet.  And it is said is it not, that this
vast and rich country of Venezuela has the largest reserves of oil.

Fact: World War III is being fought and it started before that obvious part of the war –
COVID-19 and ”’vaccination”’ – global, as advised by Gates and the paramount psychopath
and war criminal Blair, et. al.

Read this and this.

For truth and for ‘no mother and her child should be in the least harmed anywhere in our
still beautiful world’. Millions endangered.
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The Context

Read this. Do not forget that ‘nuclear first strike’ with ”’tactical’, cement penetrating nuclear
weapons is official US ‘policy’.  And these can be ‘deployed’ in ‘theatre’ by commanders in
the  field.   These  weapons  are  on  US  surface  and  sub  vessels,  and  no  doubt  the  ‘greatest
ally’ has these too.

The word is fascism. My definition – the subjugation of the individual’s will and freedom by
an  overweening  state.  Humanity  withers,  freedom  of  speech  is  stifled  and  the  soul
dies.  Self-preservation  becomes  a  dominant  drive.
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